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The President signed the Bob Stump National Defense Authorization Act of FY 2003[1] 
(final Act) on December 2, 2002. This annual Act authorizes funds for the Defense 
Department (DoD) and for the nuclear weapons programs of the Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA).

The Bush administration proposed its FY 2003 budget in February 2002, fresh on the 
heels of its new Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), submitted to Congress on December 
31, 2001.[2] Throughout this annual defense budget process, some particularly important 
nuclear weapons policy measures addressed in the NPR were debated – notably 
policies related to new nuclear weapons development and testing. The Republican-
led House version of the bill included nuclear weapons provisions generally in keeping 
with administration policies, while the Democratic-controlled Senate bill took a different 
approach on these measures. The final Act reconciling the different versions represents 
compromises on many nuclear weapons policy issues. This year the Republicans will 
control both the House and Senate, so it is apparent that the nuclear weapons policies will 
more closely follow the administration’s wishes and the political climate for arms control 
advocates will be very challenging. [3]

This paper summarizes the outcome of the FY 2003 Defense Authorization Act 
provisions related to nuclear weapons policies and the NPR, along with some analysis of 
the process and debate related to these measures along the way to the FY 2003 final Act 
and some speculation as to what the future may hold for these nuclear weapons issues.

The House vs the Senate Defense Authorization Process 
– an overview  
House
On May 1, 2002 the House Armed Services Committee (HASC) completed the markup 
of its version of the Defense Authorization Bill (HR 4546). There was a lively debate on a 
number of nuclear weapons provisions. The HASC mark-up was done in open session, 
though not recorded.

Sec. 1021 – Sense of Congress on the Strategic Deterrent
Debate in the House about many of the specific measures addressed below was 

inspired in large part by a provision inserted in the House bill by HASC Republicans, sec. 
1021, “Sense of Congress on Maintenance of a Reliable, Flexible, and Robust Strategic 
Deterrent” calling for an operationally deployed strategic force of “not less than 1,700,” 
along with “strategic flexibility and capability in accordance with the … Nuclear Posture 
Review.” In addition, sec. 1021 promoted development of nuclear bunker buster weapons 
and a plan to “achieve and maintain the capability to resume conducting underground 
tests of nuclear weapons within one year after a decision is made to resume conducting 
such tests.”

Representatives Ellen Tauscher, D-Calif., and Tom Allen, D-Maine, offered a substitute 
resolution to this amendment in the committee markup that would have modified the 
resolution to be “A Sense of Congress on Maintenance of A Reliable And Secure Strategic 
Deterrent.” This substitute resolution would have allowed for less than 1,700 operationally 
deployed nuclear weapons if determined appropriate by a “subsequent Nuclear Posture 
Review and or through negotiated bilateral or multilateral agreements.”  The Democrats’ 
amendment also called for advanced conventional weapons and “enhanced intelligence” 
rather than nuclear weapons to defeat hardened and deeply-buried targets or weapons 
of mass destruction facilities. Finally the proposed substitute resolution, would have 
required a report to Congress on any plans to shorten the lead time and enhance the 
capability to conduct testing of nuclear weapons including a cost and benefit assessment 
of any shortened lead time. This amendment offered to substitute for sec. 1021 failed 
in the HASC. However, other amendments (elaborated below) on the specific elements 



such as nuclear earth penetrators, testing and the strategic force structure, were offered 
and debated in both the committee markup and full House consideration.[4] After the 
conference reconciliation between the House and Senate versions of the bill, the original 
sec. 1021 was not included in the final Act.

Senate
In contrast to the HASC, the Senate Armed Services Committee (SASC) conducted its 
markup in closed session, but held a press conference upon completion on May 10, 
2002.[5] While it was apparent that there was a great deal of discussion and controversy 
over missile defense in the SASC debate, some of the nuclear issues that were so 
controversial in the House - especially nuclear testing readiness - reportedly were not 
debated in the Senate committee.  Significant consideration of the proposed Robust 
Nuclear Earth Penetrator (RNEP) did take place in the SASC, as is elaborated below.

A primary controversy during the full Senate consideration of the Defense Authorization 
Bill in mid-July again was missile defense. There was very little debate on the nuclear 
weapons issues addressed in this analysis. Nevertheless, the SASC views on nuclear 
weapons issues were clearly asserted in the conference reconciliation of the House and 
Senate bills as is particularly apparent on issues related to reporting on nuclear weapons 
modifications and test readiness postures.

The FY 2003 Energy and Water Appropriations – in brief  
While the Defense Authorization Act authorizes funds and addresses policy questions 
on nuclear weapons programs, funds are appropriated for these programs by the Energy 
and Water Development Appropriations bill (Energy and Water Appropriations). Along 
with 11 of the 13 annual appropriations bills, the Energy and Water Appropriations was not 
enacted in the previous 107th Congress. Instead, the Energy and Water Appropriations 
was completed by the 108th Congress as part of an omnibus bill containing all 11 
spending bills finally passed on February 13, 2003.[6] Largely due to this unusually 
belated and confused process, there were no significant Floor amendments or debates 
on nuclear weapons issues as part of the Energy and Water Appropriations process.[7] 
Nevertheless, there were some developments and reporting requirements arising from 
Energy and Water Appropriations process. These are noted below, although the primary 
focus of this analysis is the Defense Authorization process.

Nuclear Weapons - New Capabilities/Modifications
Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator (RNEP)

Summary of Provisions in the Final Act
The final Act follows the House approach in funding the administration’s $15.5 million 
request for the proposed Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator (RNEP), a new nuclear 
weapon capability planned to defeat hardened and deeply-buried targets. However, sec. 
3146, “Limitation on Obligation of Funds for Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator Program 
Pending Submission of Report,” requires the Department of Defense, in conjunction with 
the Secretary of Energy, to deliver a report to the Senate and House Armed Services 
Committees and wait 30 days before receiving funds for work on the RNEP. The Report 
must include: the military requirements for the RNEP; the nuclear weapons employment 
policy for the RNEP; a description of the kinds of targets that the RNEP is to hold at risk; 
and an assessment of the ability of conventional weapons to defeat the same kinds of 
targets. It should be noted that while the funds are held until 30 days after the report is 



submitted, this measure does not empower Congress to withhold funds based upon an 
evaluation of the report – the “limitation” is thus temporary.

Two additional reports related to the RNEP are also required by the final Act. Sec. 1032 
“Annual Report on Weapons to Defeat Hardened and Deeply Buried Targets,” calls for 
an annual report from the DoD, DOE, and intelligence community on activities to develop 
weapons to defeat hardened and deeply buried targets. Sec. 1033, “Report on Effects 
of Nuclear Earth Penetrator Weapon and Other Weapons,” calls for a National Academy 
of Sciences (NAS) Study on the anticipated short-term and long-term effects of the 
use by the United States of a nuclear earth penetrator on both civilians and US military 
personnel, the short and long-term effects of a non-penetrating nuclear weapon, and the 
effects of a conventional high explosive attack on an adversary’s facilities for weapons of 
mass destruction (WMD) storage or production.

The Administration’s Request
The DOE’s National Nuclear Security Agency (NNSA) requested $15.5 million to 
begin work on a Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator (RNEP)– a nuclear weapon to be 
designed with a new capability to defeat hardened and deeply-buried targets.[8] Pursuit 
of the RNEP follows suit with recommendations of the NPR[9] as well as an additional 
Congressionally mandated report that addresses concerns about proliferating hardened 
and deeply-buried targets.[10]

The House Armed Services Committee
Rep. Tom Allen, D-Maine, offered an amendment requiring an NAS study on the short 
and long-term effects of the use of a nuclear earth penetrator. Rep. Curt Weldon, R-
Penn., offered a perfecting amendment to the Allen amendment, requiring that the study 
also include conventional weapons and non-penetrating nuclear weapons. The Allen 
amendment, as perfected by Weldon, was passed in the HASC by unanimous consent, 
although Heather Wilson, R-N.M., (with Sandia National Laboratories in her Congressional 
District) raised concerns about the NAS conducting and publishing a study on highly 
technical and classified information. Sec. 1033 in the final Act calling for the NAS study 
does specify that  “the report shall be submitted in unclassified form to the maximum 
extent possible, with a classified annex if needed.”[11]

The House Floor
When the Defense Authorization bill was considered on the House Floor, Rep. Ed Markey, 
D-Mass., introduced an amendment to permanently prohibit the use of funds to develop, 
test or engineer a nuclear earth penetrator and prohibit FY 2003 funds for a feasibility 
study of a nuclear earth penetrator. This amendment failed by a vote of 172 to 243, but did 
garner a significant majority of Democrats along with a few Republicans, and allowed for 
an important debate on the issue. [12]

The Senate Armed Services Committee
The Senate Armed Services Committee (SASC) shifted the FY 2003 funds requested 
for the RNEP to a new generation of radiation detection devices.[13] Despite a reportedly 
sharp partisan disagreement about this issue in the SASC, no amendments were offered 
on this issue when the bill was considered on the Senate Floor.

What’s Next on the RNEP
Funds for the RNEP have been authorized with the sec. 3146 limitation and funds have 
been appropriated by the recently completed Energy and Water Appropriations. Thus, 
it is expected that funds will be available sometime in the spring of 2003. In the FY 
2004 budget request made February 3, 2003, the administration requests $15 million to 



further efforts on the RNEP.[14] It is expected that the Republican-led Congress will likely 
to approve of this.[15] However, continued opposition from many in Congress is also 
expected. The RNEP reports, particularly the unclassified portions of the NAS report, may 
provide some additional information useful to the ongoing debate about the RNEP.

Low-Yield Nuclear Weapons
In the Final Act
The final Act did not include a House provision that would have partially repealed a bar on 
the development of so-called “mini-nukes” or low-yield nuclear weapons with a yield below 
5 kilotons.

The Restriction
The FY 1994 Defense Authorization Act’s, sec. 3136 “Prohibition on Research and 
Development of Low-yield Nuclear Weapons” has barred research and development of 
a nuclear weapon with a yield below 5 kilotons.[16] The provision is commonly referred 
to as the Spratt-Furse restriction, after its legislative sponsors Rep. John Spratt, D - S.C., 
and Elizabeth Furse (ret.) D - Or., This Spratt-Furse restriction was challenged during 
the course of consideration of the FY 2001 Defense Authorization Bill, when Senators 
Allard, R-Colo., (then Chair of the SASC Strategic Subcommittee) and Warner, R-Va. (then 
Chair of the SASC), attempted to repeal the law. Ultimately their effort was scaled back 
to requesting a study on defeat of hardened and deeply-buried targets.[17] This study, 
delivered to Congress prior to consideration of the FY 2003 Defense Authorization bill, 
has provided information for the RNEP debate as well. The NNSA clarified that its RNEP 
feasibility study proposed in the FY 2003 budget request would not violate the Spratt-
Furse law.[18]

The Weldon Amendment
When the full House considered the FY 2003 Defense Authorization Bill, Rep. Curt 
Weldon, R-Penn. (Chair of the HASC Procurement Subcommittee) offered an amendment 
that would have partially repealed the Spratt-Furse restriction. While the initial amendment 
that Weldon proposed would have fully repealed the Spratt-Furse restriction,[19] Rep. 
Spratt worked with Rep. Weldon to modify the amendment. The modified amendment, 
unlike the initial Weldon amendment, would not have obliterated the Spratt-Furse 
restriction, but it would have expanded the clearly permitted research and development 
that the weapons laboratories could do.[20] Rep. Spratt stated that the modified 
amendment would “broaden the type of research that our labs can do with low-yield 
weapons...they can do concept definition work, they can do research work, they can do 
design work, they can build a wooden mock-up, but they cannot bend metal or do fissile 
component parts. ...”[21] After negotiations and changes worked out by Reps. Spratt and 
Weldon, the Democratic leadership dropped its opposition to the Weldon amendment. 
The modified Weldon amendment, which was paired with a number of appealing Russian 
– US nonproliferation transparency measures (such as lab exchanges and test site 
visits), passed easily in the House (362 to 53). The measure was opposed by Senate and 
House Democrats in the Conference and also reportedly was questioned by one House 
Republican. It was not included in the final Act.

The Future of Restricting Low Yield Nuclear Weapons Development
Although this year the Weldon amendment was rejected in Conference largely because 
Senate Democrats were eager to maintain the entire prohibition, Sens. Allard and 
Warner are now again in the leadership of the SASC (Sen. Allard is Chair of the Strategic 
Subcommittee, and Sen. Warner is Chair of the full Committee.) These Senators, along 
with leading House Republicans, are likely to pursue the repeal of the Spratt-Furse 



restriction. In fact, a recent House Republican policy statement on nuclear weapons 
specifically calls upon Congress to “consider repealing this [Spratt-Furse] ban.”[22] Thus 
maintaining this restriction in its current form is unlikely. However, efforts will be made by 
leading Democrats and arms control advocates to maintain the restriction and find other 
ways to limit the development of new nuclear weapons capabilities.

Nuclear-Tipped Interceptors
In the Final Act
In the final Act, sec. 226 provides a “One-year Limitation on Use of Funds for Nuclear 
Armed Interceptors.” The final Act dropped a House measure that would have required a 
NAS study and report on the consequences of a nuclear tipped interceptor.

Administration Explores Nuclear-Tipped Interceptors
On April 11, 2002 the Washington Post reported that Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld 
had encouraged Defense Science Board exploration of using nuclear-tipped interceptors 
as part of missile defense plans.[23] Arms control experts reacted with some alarm, 
pointing out that nuclear armed interceptors would likely require nuclear testing – possibly 
even tests that would violate the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty barring atmospheric, space 
and underwater nuclear tests. Furthermore nuclear explosions in space would cause 
significant damage to satellites, electromagnetic fields and serious risk of widespread 
radioactive fallout. Experts have also noted that exploring nuclear-tipped interceptors 
would be a tacit admission that hit-to-kill missile technology is not likely to work.[24]

MDA & Defense Appropriations
Shortly following the Washington Post story at a Defense Appropriations Subcommittee 
Hearing, Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska and Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., both strongly 
objected to this plan.[25] When questioned at the hearing, Missile Defense Agency (MDA) 
Director Lt. Gen. Ronald Kadish stated that while “we have no part of our program that 
involves nuclear-tipped interceptors . . .people do think about those types of things across 
a broad range dealing with missile defense.” Language in the final Defense Appropriations 
Bill bars funds for “research, development, test, evaluation, procurement or deployment of 
nuclear armed interceptors of a missile defense system.”[26] Nevertheless, the Defense 
Advisory Board reportedly intends to continue its study claiming that since its role is 
advisory, the legislative prohibition does not pertain to the study.[27]

HASC Report Language
In contrast to the Senate Defense Appropriations Subcommittee objections, the HASC 
Subcommittee on Research and Development, then chaired by Rep. Duncan Hunter, 
R-Calif., included Report language encouraging an “exploration of alternatives” for missile 
defense technologies:

    The committee understands that the Department may investigate other options for 
ballistic missile defense nuclear-armed interceptors, blast fragmentation warheads, and 
directed energy technologies as alternatives to current approaches based predominantly 
on hit-to-kill technology. The committee would consider such an examination of 
alternatives to be a prudent step, consistent with the commitment to evaluate all available 
technological options for this critical mission.[28]

HASC Debate
During the HASC markup, Rep. John Spratt, D-S.C., offered an amendment barring the 
development or deployment of nuclear-tipped interceptors. This amendment failed and 
provoked a debate with Reps. Hunter, R-Calif., and Weldon, R-Penn., arguing strongly for 
research to be allowed in this area. 



Rep. Tom Allen, D-Maine, offered an amendment requiring a National Academy of 
Sciences (NAS) study on the effects and consequences of the nuclear tipped interceptors. 
Rep. Weldon, R-Penn., offered a perfecting amendment to Allen’s amendment requiring 
that the NAS also consider and report on “effects on the civilian population of a major 
city of the United States, and the Nation as a whole, if a ballistic missile carrying a 
nuclear weapon is not intercepted and detonates directly above a major city of the United 
States.”[29] The amendment, as perfected, was adopted by the Committee. Ultimately, 
this provision was removed in the Conference on the final Act.

House Floor Vote
Prior to House Floor consideration, Rep. Allen put forth an amendment similar to the 
amendment offered by Rep. Spratt in Committee - an amendment barring development or 
deployment of nuclear - tipped interceptors. This amendment was not ruled in order.[30] 
Thus in the early hours of the morning as debate on the Defense Authorization Act was 
being finalized, Rep. Spratt offered a motion to recommit the bill to the House Armed 
Services Committee with instructions to report the bill back with language that would ban 
any funds from being spent to develop nuclear-tipped ballistic missile interception. This 
motion was rejected, but allowed for some debate on the issue.[31]

Senate Amendment
During Senate consideration of the Defense Authorization bill, Sens. Stevens and 
Feinstein offered an amendment similar to the provision they had inserted in the Defense 
Appropriations bill, barring research, development, test, evaluation, procurement or 
deployment of nuclear-armed interceptors.[32] This amendment was included in the final 
Act as sec. 226, with the notable title change that it is to be a one-year limitation.

Nuclear-tipped Interceptors in FY 2004
Representative Duncan Hunter, R-Calif., is the new HASC chair for the 108th Congress 
and is expected to continue his advocacy for exploring research and development on 
nuclear-tipped interceptors. On the other hand Sen. Stevens, R-Alaska, will be chair of the 
Senate Appropriations Committee and Defense Subcommittee of Appropriations and he 
will certainly maintain his strong opposition to nuclear-tipped interceptors. It is expected 
that the issue will be raised again and is likely to provoke a lively debate.

Advanced Concepts - New Nuclear Weapons Capabilities
In the Final Act
The final Act includes the Senate provision Sec. 3143,“Requirements for Specific Request 
for New or Modified Nuclear Weapons.” This provision requires the DOE to specifically 
request funds for activities involved in work on new nuclear weapons or modified nuclear 
weapons. This requires a specific line item for research and development on modified and 
new nuclear weapons at an earlier phase of development than was previously required 
and will provide the Congress, as well as other observers, with more transparency on 
development of new nuclear weapons capabilities.

Senate on Modifications and New Nuclear Weapons Development
The Armed Services Committee Senators were very concerned about being able to 
understand and provide appropriate oversight for the research and development on new 
nuclear weapons capabilities. For example, the specific budget request for the RNEP 
was listed in the broader budget category of “Supporting Research and Development.” 
Not until Dr. Beckner testified before the SASC in April was it clear that $15.5 million was 
requested for the RNEP as part of the NNSA’s “Advanced Concepts Initiative.”[33] Senator 
Jack Reed (D-RI) then Chair of the Strategic Subcommittee of the SASC, with primary 



jurisdiction over most nuclear weapons programs stated during Senate debate on the 
Defense Authorization bill:

    We would ask that the Department of Energy specifically request funds for any new 
or modified nuclear weapons. … I think at this juncture we have to go on record to ask for 
that type of specific information and not rely upon finding it buried in some larger account. 
It is an important issue. It is a critical issue. After the tensions between Pakistan and India, 
that have not yet subsided totally, no one needs to be reminded about the horrendous 
impact of the potential use of a nuclear weapon. Therefore, it is vitally important that this 
Congress be informed of any potential developments of new weapons by the United 
States.[34]

Energy and Water Appropriations/ GAO Report
Tracking the specific funding for modifications of nuclear weapons has also been 
a concern for the Energy and Water Development Appropriations Subcommittee 
- particularly the House subcommittee. In the previous FY 2002 Energy and Water 
Appropriations bill, the House subcommittee had added a requirement for reports that 
would detail nuclear weapons refurbishments and modification work in similar manner 
to the Department of Defense “Selected Acquisition Reports.”  In the House Report for 
the FY 2003 Energy and Water Appropriations, the subcommittee noted that it is not yet 
satisfied with the reports being made. The House Energy and Water Report references a 
US General Accounting Office report titled NNSA: Nuclear Weapons Reports Need to be 
More Detailed and Comprehensive, [35] and details the format that the FY 2004 reporting 
should take. The final Energy and Water Appropriations states “the conferees direct NNSA 
to submit Selected Acquisition Reports to Congress in fiscal year 2004 and subsequent 
fiscal years in an identical manner to those submitted by the Department of Defense.” 
[36] The more detailed reporting requirements are complementary to the Defense 
Authorization Act sec. 3143 requirements and will likely provide more information about 
nuclear weapons modifications that may be planned.

New Nuclear Weapons Capabilities FY 2004 and Beyond
While funds for the Advanced Concepts Initiative were not clearly delineated in the FY 
2003 Budget Request (although administration testimony later elaborated some plans 
– only cost estimates for the RNEP were presented[37]), in the FY 2004 budget request, 
a total of $21 million is requested for the Advanced Concept Initiative, which includes $15 
million for the RNEP and $6 million for “additional exploratory studies.”[38] Furthermore 
the House Republicans recent policy statement for Congress to “support the revitalization 
of the nuclear weapons advanced development program consistent with the capabilities 
based approach for national security.”[39] While the administration pushes forward its 
advanced concepts with likely Republican support, Congressional oversight committees 
can be expected to seek continued clarification about plans with the above reporting 
requirements and may also put some limits on the kinds of new capabilities that are 
pursued.

Test Readiness and Certification/ Assessment
In the Final Act
There are two significant sections related to steps leading down the path to resumption 
of full-scale nuclear weapons tests. Sec. 3141, “Annual Assessments and Reports to the 
President and Congress Regarding the Condition of the United States Nuclear Weapons 
Stockpile,” provides for new assessments and reports to be made as part of the annual 
process to certify that the stockpile is safe and reliable. Under sec. 3141, assessments 
are to include identification of any underground tests that might be necessary and also 
“an identification of the specific underground nuclear tests, which, while not necessary, 



might have value in resolving any such issues and a discussion of the anticipated 
value of conducting such tests.” Also assessments are to include a “determination as 
to the readiness of the United States to conduct the underground nuclear tests.” The 
assessments under sec. 3141 are to be made in classified form.

Sec. 3142, “Plans for Achieving Enhanced Readiness Posture for Resumption by the 
United States of Underground Nuclear Weapons Tests,” calls for DOE to prepare plans 
including budget requirements for nuclear test readiness postures ranging from 6 to 24 
months. Sec. 3142 required these plans to be submitted as part of DOE’s FY 2004 budget 
request. While the FY 2004 request was made on February 3, 2003, the plans required 
by sec. 3142 have not been prepared. However, the FY 2004 budget request does state 
that “the DoD and NNSA agreed to transition to an 18-month test readiness posture while 
continuing to review the optimum posture.” [40]

In addition to these two provisions, it is also notable that the final Act contains sec. 
3175, “One-Year Extension of Panel to Assess the Reliability, Safety and Security of the 
United States Nuclear Stockpile.” This extends a provision established by sec. 3159 of 
the FY 1999 Defense Authorization Act calling for the panel to make three annual reports 
assessing the nuclear weapons stockpile. The so-called Foster panel (after the head of 
the panel, John Foster), which sec. 3175 extends for another year, has made a number of 
recommendations regarding the nuclear weapons complex – including recommendations 
that helped to shape sec. 3141. In presenting what was planned to be the last of the three 
required reports under the initial FY 1999 requirement, Foster stated that the panel was 
unanimously recommending “test readiness of three months to a year, depending on the 
type of test.” [41]

The Current Status and Administration Position
The United States has not conducted a full-scale nuclear weapons test explosion since 
September 1992.[42] The Bush administration maintains an ambiguous policy with regard 
to testing. While the administration announced shortly after taking office that it would 
not ask the Senate to reconsider ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
(CTBT), which was rejected in October 1999 after a hasty and highly partisan debate, the 
administration continues to insist that it has no immediate plans to resume testing.[43] At a 
press briefing in January 2002, Assistant Secretary of Defense J.D. Crouch stated that the 
NPR represented “no change in the administration’s policy at this point on nuclear testing. 
We continue to oppose CTBT ratification. We also continue to adhere to the testing 
moratorium.” [44]

The current test readiness requirement is 24-36 months for a “fully diagnosed test.”[45] 
This means that a test must be prepared and conducted within 24 to 36 months after 
the President has declared it necessary to conduct a test. The NPR states that the 2-3 
year posture may be “too long” and calls for shorter test readiness posture, referencing 
recommendations from the Foster Panel (from the 2001 report) of less than one year.[46]

Many experts question whether it is possible to prepare and conduct a “fully diagnosed 
test” within a period as short as three months as suggested by Foster.[47] Certainly such 
a short test readiness period would require an enormous focus of resources on a full-
scale testing program. A test-readiness requirement of less than one year would also 
likely require the Congress to set forth the specific terms and conditions for any test that 
would happen during that fiscal year. Such a Congressional debate would not, to put it 
mildly, provide other nations with confidence in US plans to continue adherence to a test 
moratorium.

Why Test?
The NPR’s call for new nuclear weapons capabilities and the NNSA’s work on “advanced 
concepts” may drive a need or desire for new nuclear weapons tests. Indeed, in the past, 



nuclear weapons tests were conducted primarily as part of developing and deploying new 
nuclear weapons. While some modifications that could result in new capabilities, such 
as the RNEP, may be carried out without nuclear weapons testing required, other new 
capabilities may require more significant design changes. It is unlikely that new weapons 
designs would be deployed without testing.[48]

Some officials and experts such as the Foster panel have raised concerns about the 
ability to continue to certify the current aging US stockpile as safe and reliable. As John 
Foster has stated “confidence in the nuclear-test ‘pedigree’ is deteriorating.”[49] This line 
of thinking is the apparent motivation for sec. 3141, and an October 2002 memo of the 
Nuclear Weapons Council (publicly obtained later in the year) urges “the laboratories 
to readdress the value of a low-yield testing program” to determine “how might such a 
program increase confidence now.”[50]

One former laboratory director, Siegfried Hecker, recently stated: “We’re still able to 
sign these certification letters today, but we can’t do this indefinitely without testing.”[51]  
On the other hand current NNSA officials don’t seem to think that a failure in the ability 
to certify the safety and reliability of the stockpile is inevitable without a return to testing. 
Dr. Beckner, NNSA’s Deputy Administrator for Defense Programs has stated: “We are 
aware of no issue that would currently require a test. Test readiness is maintained as a 
contingency in the event of an unforeseen future technical surprise in the stockpile.”[52]

A recent National Academy of Sciences study addressing “Technical Issues Related to 
the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty” (NAS Study) concluded: “No need was ever 
identified for a program that would periodically subject stockpile weapons to nuclear tests,” 
and further elaborated:

    The argument that improvements in the capabilities that underpin confidence in 
the absence of nuclear testing will inevitably lose the race with the growing needs from 
an aging stockpile—underestimates the current capabilities for stockpile stewardship, 
underestimates the effects of current and likely future rates of progress in improving these 
capabilities, and overestimates the role that nuclear testing ever played (or would ever be 
likely to play) in ensuring stockpile reliability.[53]

Doubtless, weapons scientists could learn something from US weapons tests, but 
broader security analyses indicate that other countries have much more to learn from 
nuclear tests than the United States. After 1030 nuclear weapons tests conducted from 
1945-1992, the United States has an overwhelming and sophisticated nuclear arsenal. 
If the United States were to conduct tests, almost certainly other countries would follow 
– and the US strategic advantage would be put at risk along with the increased threat to 
security presented by proliferation of more sophisticated nuclear arsenals worldwide. The 
recent NAS study concludes:

    A future no-CTBT world, then, could be a more dangerous world than today’s, for the 
United States and for others. In particular, the directions from which nuclear attack on the 
United States and its allies would have become conceivable—and the means by which 
such attack might be carried out...would have multiplied alarmingly.[54]

The FY 2003 Request
The NNSA’s FY 2003 budget request contained two specific requests for test readiness: 
the “Nevada Test Site Readiness” request was $36.592 million and an additional request 
titled “Enhanced Test Readiness” was made for $15 million.[55] In its FY 2003 budget 
request NNSA states:

As part of the recently completed Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), DoD and the NNSA 
are directed to refine test scenarios and evaluate cost/benefit tradeoffs to determine, 
implement and sustain the optimum test readiness time that best supports the New Triad. 
Within the FY 2002 appropriation, a study is underway to implement that direction from 
the NPR. The conclusions of that study will lead to a final determination on the specific 



test readiness posture to be implemented through a National Security Policy Directive. [56]
Furthermore the FY 2003 budget request stated, “pending completion of the study 

… and a specific policy change, the FY 2003 budget contains $15 million to begin 
implementing that change in FY 2003.”  There was not much clarification given beyond 
this as to exactly how this $15 million would be spent, although there are a number of 
activities that contribute to test readiness, including subcritical experiments and some 
suggested activities that would be added to enhance readiness were suggested.[57] While 
work on this test readiness study was apparently shared within the administration and 
Congress, it has not been publicly disclosed and may now be superseded or incorporated 
into the congressionally required plans under sec. 3142.

Energy and Water Appropriations – Funding Test Readiness
There was no significant debate or effort to challenge NNSA’s $15 million request for 
enhanced test readiness activities in the Defense Authorization process. While reportedly 
some Democrats on the House Energy and Water Appropriations Subcommittee raised 
objections about these funds, in the end the House Subcommittee’s report approved 
the request from the administration.[58] The Senate Energy and Water Appropriations 
approach was different, adding additional money for specific Nevada Test Site readiness 
activities and indicating support for enhanced readiness.[59] In the final Energy and Water 
Appropriations Conference Report, $60 million is provided to maintain Nevada Test Site 
readiness and $15 million for enhanced test readiness, but the DOE is instructed to notify 
the Appropriations Committees before these funds are obligated.[60] With the unusual 
delay in completion of the Appropriations measures for FY 2003, the FY 2004 budget 
request was completed prior to the FY 2003 Appropriations was completed. It is notable 
that the FY 2004 budget request states that the “the actions necessary for moving to the 
18-month [test readiness] posture are expected to begin upon enactment of the FY 2003 
appropriation,” [61]even though the 18-month posture was not explicitly stated in the FY 
2003 budget request.

It should be noted that the Nevada Test Site activities were probably strongly supported 
by the Subcommittee’s Chair at the time, Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev. While Sen. Reid voted 
for the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and claims to support the current test moratorium, 
he also supports activities at the Nevada Test Site. While The FY 2003 budget request 
blended the two issues and budget categories – Nevada Test Site activities with activities 
that enhance Test Readiness, the FY 2004 budget request a bit more clearly divides the 
two sets of activities.[62]

House Defense Authorization
In the HASC there were two amendments offered on test readiness and the test 
moratorium. Duncan Hunter, R-Calif., (and the incoming chair of the HASC for the 108th 
Congress) offered an amendment that would have required the test readiness posture to 
be no more than 1 year. - i.e. the DOE must ensure that they could conduct a test no later 
than one year after the President makes the decision to test. The amendment would have 
also required the DOE to include budget plans and note the required funding to achieve 
this test readiness posture. This amendment passed with a hand vote in the HASC, but it 
was not made part of the final Act.

Rep. John Spratt, D-S.C., offered an amendment requiring that the President notify 
Congress at least one year before conducting a nuclear test - i.e. a test could not be 
conducted until at least one year after the President notified Congress. The intent of this 
notification requirement was to protect the current test moratorium from being breached 
by the administration without an opportunity for Congress to debate the issue and play its 
proper oversight role. This amendment failed in the committee and a similar amendment 
offered for the full House debate was not ruled in order. No test readiness posture 



provisions were considered by the full House.

Senate Defense Authorization
In the SASC, reportedly there was no discussion of the test readiness posture, nor was 
this issue raised during the full Senate consideration of the Defense Authorization Act. 
Many supporters of the moratorium and the CTBT believed that raising the issue could 
run the risk of eroding the moratorium. This was especially a concern because at the very 
time the Defense Authorization bill was being considered, there were questions being 
raised about Russian test site activities. Administration officials were holding classified 
briefings reportedly sharing intelligence indicating that Russia was preparing to resume 
nuclear weapons tests.[63] Russian officials denied that they were planning to resume 
tests and most observers agree that Russia was likely engaging in subcritical experiments 
(as it has in the past) and other general test site readiness activities similar to regular 
US preparedness activities.[64] Nevertheless, the concerns made supporters of the test 
moratorium even more wary of raising testing issues for debate.

Conference
Despite the Senate’s quiet demeanor on testing during consideration of the Senate bill, 
the Democrats in the SASC (with the support of House Democrats) clearly asserted their 
views in the Conference reconciliation of the House and Senate versions of the bill. The 
Hunter provision offered in the House markup requiring a one year test readiness posture 
as well the sec. 1021 provision including a sense of Congress also urging a one year test 
readiness posture, were replaced with sec. 3142, requiring a report on a range of options 
along with analysis of costs and benefits.

In addition, the final Act’s sec. 3141, “Annual Assessments and Reports to the 
President and Congress Regarding the Condition of the United States Nuclear Weapons 
Stockpile,” is a modified version of the House provision sec. 3144, “Annual Certification 
to the President and Congress on the Condition of the United States Nuclear Weapons 
Stockpile.” Both secs. 3141 and 3144 include calls for “an identification of the specific 
tests…which might have value and the anticipated value of conducting such tests.” Sec. 
3141 however tempers this by also including a clear requirement that the report also 
include a determination of tests that would be necessary to resolve stockpile problems 
and a discussion of why problems requiring a test cannot be resolved with other options. 
This change may seem subtle, but is likely relevant since pro-testing advocates would be 
less able to gain support for testing that might be useful but is not necessary.[65]

What’s Next for Nuclear Testing?
Testing advocates in Congress such as the new Chair of the HASC, Rep. Hunter, 
will likely pursue efforts to reduce the lead time for testing and listen carefully to pro-
testing advocates such as John Foster who are sure to continue raising concerns about 
certification of the nuclear weapons stockpile without testing. Sec. 3175 (extending the 
Foster Panel) will assist in giving the Foster Panel a platform to raise these issues.   Also, 
it should be noted that the Senate Armed Services Committee is now led by Republicans 
who opposed the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).

Further, indications are that the administration’s ambiguous policy is moving closer 
toward serious consideration of the resumption of testing. For example, the Aldridge 
Nuclear Weapons Council memo calling for consideration of a low-yield testing 
program[66] was followed up by a Nuclear Weapons Council planned “Stockpile 
Stewardship Conference.” According to a leaked copy of notes planning for this 
conference, it was developed to look at the “risk in the stockpile stewardship program; 
specifically, the risk associated with not testing our nuclear weapons.”  Further, the notes 
state:  “Although the conference will consider issues related to nuclear testing, it is not 



the policy of the Administration to return to nuclear testing.”[67]  Critics aptly point out 
that so carefully looking at testing options puts a great deal of pressure toward changing 
the current policy of not testing.  Indeed, the planning notes state that a key question to 
be raised at the proposed Conference is:  “Should the United States adjust its policy on 
nuclear weapons testing?”

However, it is likely to be quite expensive to dramatically reduce the lead-time for testing 
and increase testing preparedness activities. These costs in conjunction with the ongoing 
extensive stockpile stewardship program including weapons refurbishment may be more 
than the Congressional appropriators - particularly in the House - are willing to fund. The 
NNSA is also likely to be unwilling to trade the funding required for a dramatically shorter 
test readiness posture for cuts in other stockpile stewardship activities.

In addition, advocates of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) and the current 
US testing moratorium will strongly object to measures likely to lead to the resumption 
of testing. Rep. Spratt has included this on his agenda for the coming year and stated 
recently:

    To lead the world away from nuclear weapons, we not only need money and the clout 
that comes with being the sole surviving superpower, we need moral authority, we need 
moral stature, and if we can’t ratify the CTBT, which it’s apparent we can’t, at least we 
can codify and give some stature to the notion of a testing moratorium, particularly if we 
ensure only that it means that Congress will get one year, one legislative cycle to consider 
any deviation from that policy. [68]

Rep. Markey, D-Mass., leader of the House Nonproliferation Caucus and a strong 
advocate of the CTBT, has already initiated a letter to the President, signed by 89 
Members of Congress, calling for a continuation of the US moratorium on testing.[69] 
Arms control advocates will also strongly oppose efforts leading toward resumption of 
testing and the international community, including our strongest allies who have ratified 
the CTBT, will certainly strongly object to any US resumption of testing.

Strategic Reductions
In the Final Act
The final Act includes sec. 1031, “Strategic Force Structure Plan for Nuclear Weapons and 
Delivery Systems.” The plan to be prepared jointly by the DoD and DOE is to define the 
force structure for nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons delivery systems for fiscal years 
2003 through 2012. The plan is to be reported to Congress by March 1, 2003. The report 
is to analyze current plans for strategic force structure – defining the missions, delineating 
a baseline and describing the activities and budget required to execute the defined 
missions of the strategic nuclear force. Sec. 1031 also requires an evaluation of options 
for reaching the NPR’s level of 1,700 - 2,200 prior to 2012, as well as the advantages and 
disadvantages of achieving that posture by 2007.

Sec. 1031 is a modified version of an amendment offered by Rep. Ellen Tauscher, 
D-Calif., during the full House consideration of the Defense Authorization Bill. The 
amendment had strong bi-partisan support and was passed with a voice vote.[70]

Senate Concerns
On the Senate side, concerns about the strategic force structure described in the NPR 
were raised following the NPR release.  Sen. Carl Levin, Chair (at the time) of the SASC 
said at a February 2002 Armed Services Committee hearing considering the NPR:

Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld said in a speech at the National Defense 
University just two weeks ago that, quote, “through our Nuclear Posture Review, we 
adopted a new approach to strategic deterrence that increases our security while” – his 
words– “reducing the numbers of strategic nuclear weapons.”

But the recommendations of the Nuclear Posture Review may not, in fact, reduce the 



actual number of nuclear warheads in the US arsenal, because instead of destroying 
warheads, as Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin envisioned under a START III agreement, 
the Nuclear Posture Review proposes to shift some or all of the warheads removed from 
missiles, bombers, and submarines to a responsive force, in other words, a backup force. 
Instead of being irreversible, those warheads could be re-deployed in a matter of weeks or 
months.

    The Nuclear Posture Review proposes simply to move those warheads from one 
location to another. But just as Enron couldn’t make its debts disappear by moving them 
from one set of books to another, we are not going to make nuclear warheads go away by 
moving them from launchers to warehouses. [71]

NPR & SORT 
The Senate has further considered the strategic force structure during hearings on the 
Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty (SORT) signed by Presidents Bush and Putin in 
May 2002 (Also referred to as the Moscow Treaty). The treaty follows the approach of 
the NPR setting a limit of 1,700-2,200 operationally deployed strategic weapons to be 
achieved by 2012.[72] There is nothing in the treaty that requires any dismantlement of 
nuclear weapons. At one hearing, Dr. Beckner, from NNSA stated this most clearly: “The 
Moscow Treaty does not limit the size of the stockpile. Moreover with the overall warhead 
limits imposed by the Moscow Treaty, both the United States and Russia can determine 
for themselves the composition and structure of their respective strategic forces.”[73] 
Setting aside whether this is a reason to criticize the treaty,[74] neither SORT nor the NPR 
clarify activities or costs required for maintaining the nuclear stockpile, but rather allow 
maximum flexibility for the administration to develop the strategy as it goes along.

Energy and Water Appropriations
The House Energy and Water Appropriations Subcommittee was adamant in its criticism 
of the NPR/SORT approach, stating in its FY 2003 Report:

    The Administration’s Nuclear Posture Review has created great uncertainty within the 
Department of Energy and in Congress on the exact nature, rationale, scope, and duration 
of every strategic nuclear weapons modernization program. It does not appear that cost or 
cost-effectiveness were criteria considered during the review … Without a more definitive 
understanding of the nature of the suggested nuclear reserve force, and the investments 
that would be required to implement it, there is great risk that the Department of Energy 
will needlessly spend funds on weapons that will never be used. Meanwhile, NNSA has 
great infrastructure and other needs that are unmet, as does the nation as a whole. The 
Committee believes that much more work needs to be done during the next year by the 
Nuclear Weapons Council, a joint Departments of Defense and Energy organization, 
to better rationalize and articulate the requirements for future strategic weapons 
modernization.[75]

The final FY 2003 Energy and Water Appropriations requires the Department of Energy 
in conjunction with the Defense Department to provide a report by March 15, 2003 of a 
“specific inventory objective for each nuclear weapon system and in total through 2012.” 
This inventory is to indicate the  “likely number of warheads that must be modernized and 
why” along with the expected cost of these modernization activities.[76]

Dismantlement and Production Requirements
One concern that should be addressed by the reports required by sec. 1031 and 
Appropriations reporting requirements is the cost and savings to the nuclear weapons 
complex of weapons dismantlement and production plans. While it would seem 
reasonable to expect that the NPR/SORT reductions would result in reductions in nuclear 
weapons production activities and costs, that does not seem to be the case. In the course 



of consideration of SORT, Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., then Chair of the Foreign Relations 
Committee requested a Congressional Budget Office estimate of costs and savings from 
implementing the Moscow Treaty (CBO Study). The CBO noted:

    CBO currently has insufficient information to estimate the effects that dismantling 
(instead of storing and maintaining) warheads might have on needed tritium and pit 
production capacities. But because the NNSA’s current plans are based on maintaining 
an inventory consistent with levels under START, dismantling a significant fraction of that 
inventory ought to imply a concomitant reduction in needed steady-state tritium and pit 
production activities.[77]

While increased dismantlement is possible (though not required) under SORT, the 
NNSA has clearly conveyed that it does not intend to increase dismantlement of warheads 
prior to 2014 because doing so would interfere with it’s ongoing weapons refurbishment 
program.[78]  Further there are no plans in the near-term (next several years) to slow 
planned tritium production and NNSA plans a modern pit facility (to produce nuclear 
weapons primaries) to be operational by 2018 with a capacity to “provide a minimum 
single-shift capacity of 250 pits per year.”[79]

What’s Next for Reductions
The SORT Resolution for ratification has been completed and the Senate is expected 
to begin Floor consideration the week of February 24, or shortly thereafter.  Although 
serious concerns about the Treaty may be raised during the debate on the Resolution 
of Ratification, including concerns about the lack of actual dismantlement of weapons, 
it is expected that the Treaty’s ratification will be strongly supported and easily garner 
the required two-thirds (67votes) super-majority approval. It is apparent, however that 
Congress in its annual budget process will continue to question the requirements and 
costs for the strategic force structure and the nuclear weapons complex infrastructure. 
Rising costs may lead Congress to urge dismantlement and warhead reductions even if 
they’re not required under SORT or clearly planned for in the NPR. The planned Modern 
Pit Facility in particular, will likely raise cost concerns.

Conclusion
The administration is well on its way to implementing its Nuclear Posture Review with its 
approved FY 2003 activities, but the Congressional budget process raised some serious 
questions that will have to be addressed in the FY 2004 and future years’ budgets. 
While the administration may have an easier time pursuing its agenda with the 108th 
Congress’ supportive Republican leadership in both the Senate and House, it should also 
be expected that Congress will continue to raise issues of cost and transparency and 
seek to assert its role in shaping nuclear weapons policy and approving funds for nuclear 
weapons activities.
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